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Soundpeats Air3 wireless earphones
Enjoy  your  favorite  tunes  with  the  state-of-the-art  Soundpeats  Air3  earphones.  Also  use  them for  online  meetings,  remote  lectures  or
video  chatting  with  friends.  Active  noise  cancellation  and  a  dual  microphone  on  each  earbud  ensure  your  interlocutors  can  hear  you
clearly. The Aptx codec and Bluetooth version 5.2 are responsible for the incredible sound quality, while the availability of a game mode
is sure to provide a unique immersive experience. Charge the device using the USB Type C cable included in the package.
 
Long runtime
The long-lasting battery provides an incredibly long runtime for the earphones. One full charge guarantees up to 5 hours of uninterrupted
music playback. The included charging case can extend the Air3's runtime up to 17.5 hours. Take advantage of the innovative wireless
charging solution and take your accessory with you wherever you go.  In addition,  the case has a built-in  USB-C charging port  for  fast
renewal of its energy.
 
Special game mode
Advanced  Qualcomm  aptX-Adaptive  technology  offers  reliable  and  stable  signal  transmission  and  extremely  low  latency.  Air3  do  not
cause any interference when using multiple applications intensively at the same time. If you are a fan of dynamic games, be sure to try
the dedicated mode. In order to effectively activate the low latency mode at 60 ms, you only need to hold down the left function button.
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The highest quality sound
The use of a diaphragm driver measuring 14.2mm will  produce a finely tuned, richly detailed audio signal.  You will  be amazed by the
tonality  of  the  sound,  listening  for  previously  unnoticed  accents  in  melodic  compositions.  Put  on  Soundpeats  earphones  and  discover
crystal clear and well-balanced sound without any distortion.
 
Get rid of annoying noise
Air3 features four microphones and a cVc system with 8.0 configuration, responsible for meticulously minimizing any outside noise. This
successful combination ensures that clear words are transmitted to enhance fluency during conversations. Whether you're calling your
loved ones or  having an important conference call,  with Soundpeats earphones you gain complete confidence that everyone will  hear
you correctly.
 
Comfortable operation
The compact design and sturdy construction is a successful combination that will work in any situation. Take Air3 earphones with you on
a long journey or on an autumn walk and cheer yourself  up with atmospheric songs.  The light weight and compact size allows you to
easily carry them in your backpack or purse. Moreover, ergonomic shape of earphones makes you forget about any discomfort. Touch
panel will facilitate everyday use of the equipment, offering access to the most important functions.
 
In the box
Earphones
USB-C charging cable
Charging case
User Manual
Brand
Soundpeats
Model
Air3
Bluetooth
5.2
Profiles
HSP, HFP, A2DP, AVRCP
Chipset
Qualcomm QCC3040
Supported Bluetooth Codec
SBC, aptX, aptX-Adaptive
Wireless Range
Up to 10 m
Battery Capacity (Case)
220 mAh
Battery Capacity (Earbuds)
30*2 mAh
Earbuds Charging Time
About 1,5 h
Charging Case Charging Time
About 1,5 h
Charging Port
USB-C
Playtime Time
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About 17,5 h
Waterproof Rating
IPX5
Control Type
Touch
Charging Case with Earbuds
33 g
Single Earbud Weight
4 g

Preço:

Antes: € 49.0032

Agora: € 47.50
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